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Abstract. The ADI minimnx problem for real spectrrr was essentially solved OVC~ 100 years 
ago. Rcccntly discovered applications to probiems with complex spectra mutiva(ed gcnersl- 
iration ol the theory LO complcr spectra. 
The model ADI (Alternating Direction Implicit) iteration minimax problem arose in 
choice of opt.imum parameters for numerical solution of the discrete Poisson equation over a 
rectangular grid [l]. It cccnt application to Sylvcstcr’s equation [2] motivated gcncralization 
to complex spectra. Initial analysis by Saltzman and Wachspress 13-51 was restricted to 
rclativcly small imaginary components. This paper was preparcd to communicate essential 
aspects of a generalization to a wide class of spectra in which elliptic functions emerge as a11 
clcgant analytical tool. The details of this new analysis will appear in the Academic Press 
proceedings of the Confcrcncc on Iterative Methods for Large Linear Systems scheduled 
to bc held in Austin on Ott 19-20 to honor D. h4. Young on his 65th birthday. 
The ADI minimax problem is to find the J-tuple of parameters p(j) for which max ]g(z,la)] 
is miuimizcd as z ranges over its domain D, where 
g(+Ij: r 
j=1 ~+P(j) * 
(I) 
When D is the positive real interval [k’, 11, it was shown by W. B. Jordan [G] that 
Zolotarcv’s analysis (71 yields the optimum parameters: 
v(j) = drr 
I 
(2j - l)K 
25 ,k; j=1,2 ,..., J, 1 (2) 
in which I< is the complete clliptic iutcgral for modulus k = dn and tin is the 
Jacobian elliptic function. Then the minimax of g is approximated well by 
TJK' 
n=2exp -- 
[ 1 I; 
when R < 0.3. III the initial extension to complex D [s], ‘t 1 was shown that these paramctcrs 
led to a reduction of 
R = 2exp[-T] cash (v) 
over an elliptic domain with major axis extending from k’cosA to sccA and subtending a 
half-angle A at the origin. The analysis was valid only for small k’ and A. For J sufficiently 
large this was approximated by 
R=exp[-($)(rr-PA)]. (5) 
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This analysis was applied by embedding a given spectrum in an elliptic domain chosen to 
minimize R [s]. It was known that the optimum parameters over a disk are repeated USC 
of the gcomctric mean of the r-intercepts and that the corrresponding value for k’ is unity. 
The small-k theory did not apply to this case. The small-angle small-k’ approximations 
have now been ehminat.ed in a generalized theory. The dom<ain is chosen as 
D = {z = d,,(Ku~, k)jw = z + iy, 0 < 3: 5 1, Iyl < r) . (6) 
This domain llas z-intercepts with a ratio obtained from formulas lG.S.3 and 16.20.3 in 
Abramowitz and Stcgun [8] of 
(1 
-= 
dn[K(l + ri), k] = k’cn~(Zir,k’) 
I dti[Kri, k] cW(Zir, k’) - 
(7) 
The maximum angle, A, is attained when z = f and ]y] = r. Formula lG.21.4 and Table 
lG.5 in [S] gives 
tan’ A = (1 - k’)* 
sn2(Zir, k’) 
m2(Kr, k’)h2(Kr, k’) ’ 
(g) 
Substitutirlg Eq 7 into Eq 6 we find (using 16.9 in [8]) that 
tan2 A = ‘“(;-f;‘: ;,Fk’) . 
b 
Given a domain with angle A and real intcrccpt ratio t, we may solve Eq 9 for k’. WC 
dcfinc 
cos’ B = 
2 
1+Lq 
(10) 
and 
2 cosz A 
m=--1 
cos2 B 
(11) 
If A < 13, then m > 1 and WC obtain from Eq 9: 
k’ = ,m+;+ in (Ovll* (12) 
and 
w(j)=&JFdn[(2jii)K,k]; j=l,2 ,..., J. 
When m >> 1, we have k’ = y <<landfromEq9tan’A=p-l,orp=sec’Aasin 
the small- k’, small-A analysis. Next let m = 1, the smallest value for which k’ remains 
real. In this limit k’ = 1 and Eq 9 yields tan A = (1 - t)/2fi. This is the value for a 
disk. It is thus established that these new relationships provide a transition between tire 
real lint and the disk. 
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As the spectrum pasxs from the disk to a circular arc, the parameters arc complex and 
lie on lhc circle of radius 6 This is the case where A > B so that m < 1 and k’ is on the 
unit circle. Rather than work with dn functions having a complex modulus, we introduce 
a “dual spectrum” from which the optimum parameters arc determined. The analysis will 
bc dctailcd in the Austin Confcrcncc proceedings. WC define 
cos* B 
m’=2-_ 
co9 A 
1. 
Tllcn 
6’ = 
I 
and the optimum parameters for the dual spectrum are 
t(j) = -&dn[ 
(2j - 1)K 
2J ,A:], j = I,2 ,..., J’ 
(14) 
(15) 
w 
with J’ the integer part of (1 + 5)/2. 
The angles on which the complex parameters for the actual spectrum fall are then: 
A(j) = arccos 2 
e(j) + & ’ 
(I?) 
and the parameters are 
uJ(2j - 1) = a exp(iA(j)] 
u(2j) = 6 exp[-iA( 
(18) 
(10) 
(\\:hcn J is odd, Eq 10 is not applied for 2j = 1 + .I.) 
The cxprcssion for R in Eq 5 remains valid with A rcplaccd by 
l-6 
C = arcsin - 
[ 1 
f 
. 
’ b 
_& PO) 
Eq 5 is used to detcrminc the appropriate J for attaining a prescribed error reduction. 
For this purpose, we need only approximate the nome q = exp(-%). If k < k’, 
we set 2 = f and estimate g = ~(1 + 82). If k’ < k, we set z = $ and estimate 
q’ = ~(1 + 8z), from which we then compute q = exp(rr*/lnq’). If higher accuracy is 
desired, we may perform a Landen transformation and estimate q* by these formulas. 
Spectral regions apt to occur in practice are generally not log-symmetric. If h4 is the 
symmetric part and N the antisymmctric part of matrix G, then a refinement of Bcndixson’s 
Theorem [9] yields a spectra1 domain for C of: 
D = {z = 2 + iyl min X(A4) 5 r < max X(M), ]y] 5 ][lv]]) (21) 
with the added constraint that 
tan .4 = max 1” I 5 spectral radius of A4-‘IV. 
1: 
(21) 
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It is often the cast t.hat the logarithm of this spectrum has a large bulge near min[/nx(AI)). 
A tcchniquc 11,a.s been devclopcd for applyiug the elliptic-function domain analysis to such 
spcctrn. Coml~lex paramctcrs arc considcrcd in coujugatc pairs. One rcplaccs two itcr- 
atious with complex diagonal elements in tridiagonal systems by one iteration with real 
pcntadingonal systems. The arithmetic is comparable. 
A supplcmcntary subspacc iteration has been dcviscd for treating matrices with dcficicut 
cigcnvcctor spaces. This is comparable to a block-Lanczos .zlgorithm applied to a “filtcrcd” 
spectrum. 
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